2004 toyota camry problems

Reliability indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting
how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive
reliability information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are
holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to
power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability
score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota Camry owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie
rods, wheel bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering
pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air
suspension. They corrected the alignment issue, but left the steering wheel off-center by about
degrees. Took it to dealer for steering wheel centering". I had it replaced at about , miles".
Replaced by dealer". Still drivable for a while but would have caused future issues. Went to
local mechanic, concerned something major needed fixing. Instead learned that only a hose
needed replacing. Not unusual considering amount of miles on car. Need replacing". A friend of
mine, a Lexus mechanic, fixed it for me". Struts just wore out. Husband replaced them himself
with parts from Rock Auto. There were other parts replaced but I can't locate the work order".
Each wheel was pulling a slightly opposite direction, allowing the car to drive without veering
right or left, but pulling the struts apart". Don't notice any abnormal tire wear like cupping".
Original shocks probably need replacing. It turned out to be serious, about dollars for struts and
stabilizer bar". Mechanic diagnosed the problem. With new struts car runs much smoother". In a
Camry that is premature considering the age and mileage of the car. My is older and has way
more miles, but without the suspension issues of my ". End result is that all shocks needed
replaced. Quite expensive. A mechanic told me that it was caused by driving on bumpy gravel
toads. I live in S. My wife took it in for repairs, and while the vibration is less, it is still present.
Over , miles". Have not replaced these as of yet due to cost in relation to value of car. Rear
suspension was loose. The Toyota dealer had to replace the rack and steering. They also
lubricated the intermediate steering shaft". Had to be replaced. Repair technician said they do a
lot of those". Checked and replaced rack and pinion". Safety issue. Had to fix to pass safety
inspection". Decided to replace the rack and pinion along with the defective tie rod all at once.
Otherwise, I would not have known there was a problem. It looks like the tire also lost a weight.
The tires have absolute no traction on damp roads. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust
manifold, leaks. The catalytic converter was actually ok, but it is embedded in pipe that was bad
so whole system needed replacement. Still this was an original equipment replacement.
Expensive, but never had exhaust failure in the past". Normal mileage replacement per
independent mechanic". Exhaust system rusted out". Further test indicated the unit needed
replacement. By the way, I do not own a second Toyota Camry as indicated in this survey ".
They, dealer service, recommended replacing the entire exhaust system so that all the
connections would fit "perfectly". Because of car age, my age and annual mileage I chose the
later". Had to be replaced". This saved a lot of money! Due to design, had to replace all - pipe,
cat, and muffler. One piece. It was replaced by a flanged joint hundreds cheaper than a Toyota
flexible joint". It was replaced". Required service to correct the problem". This was normal wear
for a 16 year old car. Still going strong with regular maintenance. Doesn't affect driving, and I
passed inspection. Just very noisy. We don't know if it's a sensor or airbag problem. Easily
fixed by welding in replacement piece". The flex pipe between the manifold and the catalytic
converter had deteriorated and needed to be replaced. Antilock system ABS , parking brake,
master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. I
believe it was probably normal wear and tear. Don't think I've ever had them worked on before".
One was not working properly". The dealer installed a new master cylinder and the car if fine".
Toyota maintenance told us that they were all likle that". They had over , miles on them". Should
have realized it a bit sooner so that I didn't have to replace the rotors, but not unhappy about
the whole thing". I also replace the shock absorbers because of our road conditions hard winter
and lots of holes! Not a major problem as my husband commutes on public transportation and
this car normally is used to drive back and forth to train station. Rear caliper stuck and wore
pads. Probably due to state of CT using very caustic spray magnesium on roads instead of rock
salt. CU should address this problem in print". I don't drive that hard. But they were the
originals so just normal wear and tear". Replaced pad and turned the rotors". The repair took
care of the problem, but recently the brakes have started to vibrate again". Mechanic did is his
magic at reasonable cheap cost. Problem went away. I assumed that it was the water pump. The
car now is being inspected for any water or refrigerant leak". Air leaked into the heating coil".
Both have been repaired. Drives like new". The noise stops when you apply the brakes". The
squeak can only be resolved with replacing the brakes". The most obvious is around the dash

mounted stereo system. There are also some rattles from the doors and a few squeaks in other
places". Unable to find the source of the noise". Higher rates of speed make it louder". Paint
fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. Couldnt
take it through a car wash. One i paid outdide of toyota to put back on snd it remains on". I
assumed that the molding was really metal and not plastic". The back half of headliner is
hanging down and partially blocks rear view". Overhead console falling out. Had it repainted
once. Painter stated it was a problem with some of the models". But in the last year, it gave up
the fight. Still looks ok, but there is some chipping on the roof edges". But suddenly just over
the roof near the windshield area I noticed paint randomly bubbled. First, I thought it might be
rain drops. But when I washed the car with the water hose, those bubbles peeled off. Very
strange - never happened before". Paint needs to be removed and repainted. Possible cause is
a single layer of combined paint and sealer". I wash my car between weekly and monthly depending on how it looks using the upgraded "wax" option in car washes". It has not held up
like paint on other cars I have had. Mazda, Mercury ". Rust is unfortunately inevitable. Husband
has done some minor spot rust repairs. But it is starting to really show more". Rocker panel
rust". Car is 16 years old, K, living in IL where they salt roads in winter. Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. One sensor had to be
replaced but the other one just had to be cleaned". Needed to replace mounts, flex pipe, and
catalytic converter. This, I think was normal wear as the car is 14 years old. I was surprised that
two of the mounts broke but probably was that one broke then caused excessive torque on the
other causing failure. Had this fixed before it got worse and caused bigger problems". Bad
design? Bad part? Should not need to replace so frequently, if ever!! That has been fixed". Also,
puffs of white smoke exit the tailpipe immediately after starting the car". Not serious, not
repaired". This was a normal wear issue due to age of car. I believe it was the valve cover
gasket. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor
or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug,
remote engine start, alarm or security system. Had diagnosis and replacement at dealership".
No one ever worked on the alternator or fan belt". Also the electronic assembly to control the
accelerator need to be replaced". Wouldn't start. Replace the starter,". They had to push it out. I
had had no warning whatsoever. Replaced it myself". Local great garage repaired it easily with
WD Plugs buried between engine and firewall. But with the starter no indication at all. I parked
the car in a parking lot and when i went to start it, nothing-not even a click so I had to have it
towed to replace the starter assembly. No other AC problems previously". Required new
compressor. Worked out fine. The heater only works when put on high and then maintains
temperature. There is a consistent ticking sound coming from under the dash". Windshield
defroster is weak". Had refrigerant added. So far so good". Otherwise rock solid. Alternator,
starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil,
ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It's
not the fuse. I've tried purchasing a used one but have been unsuccessful at finding one. Once
the body of the car heats up, I can only LOCK the doors, but cannot UNlock the doors, other
than the driver's door, which always works year round. Later the other headlight failed resulting
in a traffic citation. The problem is that there is no system indicator to identify this failure if it
isn't obvious. Little light was coming through from the headlights. I had to have both headlights
and the covers replaced. I should have been able to replace just the headlight covers but the
entire unit, including the bulbs, had to be replaced. It was very costly. Lasted a month or two.
Had to buy new headlights at a significant cost". New covers are way too expensive and the kit
that I bought to clean the covers didn't work". The other doors do not". Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. It clicks and clicks but
complete stopped operating. I have ceased from using it and resolved not to get it fixed due to
the car's age. Whole unit had to be replaced". The CD player skips". Bought this way a year ago.
Car phone works. It is necessary to pull on the knob and turn it slowly to make any adjustment
at all. Cost a fortune to have it repaired at the deal. So we just live with it. Very bad to use while
driving in traffic". It's pretty old A new canister with charcoal needed to be installed. That fixed
the problem. The check engine light has not lit up since last July". Had the guys at Advanced
Auto Parts check the code. Took it to the dealership the next day and had the O2 sensor
replaced". Service found O2 sensor failure". Twice if was fixed by our mechanic plugging in the
monitor. Once had to replace the sensor". I wonder how many people Toyota has screwed this
way? Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing
chain or timing belt. Resulting in need to replace valve stem seals, air fuel sensor and
oxygensensor". I was told by the Toyota service agent that years ago there was a notice that on
this engine it had a propensity to happen, but the engine had , miles on it so I had it replaced
with an engine that had 95, miles. The vehicle could only be driven a short distance at a time

until repaired. Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or
sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. At times belt will
bend over on itself. I did not do it. So far with difficulty we have straightened out the belt
ourselves". Perhaps this is to be expected in a 10 year old car". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze
leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. The screws holding it in kept breaking. Mechanic
had to drop engine to get to pump and replace screws with bolts. No problems since".
Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Then it started
revving -- even when I was in cruise control. Then it stopped going easily into 1st-3rd gears. It
was simply time for a replacement. Gear selector or linkage, leaks, transmission computer,
transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting, slipping transmission. The
Toyota dealership says they don't detect a problem". Shifting smoother The dealer stated the
next step is to replace the trans. This was say 60, or 70, mile ago. I did not want to spend the
money , so still putt". Have not fixed it yet". Knocking on it restored the function. Replaced the
pedal". I have a leak with the power steering fluid that is related to some other stuff. A second
mechanic quoted the same price but told me it may not be necessary to fix. He instead put in
more fluid and told me to return when it becomes hard to turn the steering wheel again. That
was about 6 months ago Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need
further assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota Camry
Change Vehicle. The Camry is a comfortable, refined, and quiet sedan offering a pleasant
driving experience. Access is easy and controls are intuitive. Its comfort, room, and quietness
suggest a larger, more expensive car. The four-cylinder engine is particularly smooth and
refined. Stability control and side curtain airbags were optional on higher trim lines, making the
Camry one of the first family sedans to offer these safety features. There are 3 recalls on this
vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot.
See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine
Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System.
Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.
What Owners Say. Took it to dealer for steering wheel centering" Roy H. I had it replaced at
about , miles" Charles C. Replaced by dealer" Jacob S. A friend of mine, a Lexus mechanic,
fixed it for me" Charles C. There were other parts replaced but I can't locate the work order" Don
V. Each wheel was pulling a slightly opposite direction, allowing the car to drive without veering
right or left, but pulling the struts apart" Nancy M. It turned out to be serious, about dollars for
struts and stabilizer bar" Paul G. With new struts car runs much smoother" Donald E. My is
older and has way more miles, but without the suspension issues of my " Daniel G. Repair
technician said they do a lot of those" Thomas W. Catalytic converter "Exhaust from manifold
needed replaced. Expensive, but never had exhaust failure in the past" John S. It was replaced
by a flanged joint hundreds cheaper than a Toyota flexible joint" Michael W. It was replaced"
Bernard M. The dealer installed a new master cylinder and the car if fine" Pat T. They had over ,
miles on them" Gary N. Should have realized it a bit sooner so that I didn't have to replace the
rotors, but not unhappy about the whole thing" Anonymous, TX Toyota Camry SE 2. CU should
address this problem in print" Mike Z. Drives like new" Dorothy W. There are also some rattles
from the doors and a few squeaks in other places" Daniel G. One i paid outdide of toyota to put
back on snd it remains on" Patricia C. Painter stated it was a problem with some of the models"
E R. Possible cause is a single layer of combined paint and sealer" E R. I wash my car between
weekly and monthly - depending on how it looks using the upgraded "wax" option in car
washes" Anonymous, NV Toyota Camry 2. But it is starting to really show more" Sharon D. That
has been fixed" Pat T. Also, puffs of white smoke exit the tailpipe immediately after starting the
car" Jacob B. Alternator "Failed to charge battery. Had diagnosis and replacement at
dealership" Keith A. No one ever worked on the alternator or fan belt" Timothy T. Also the
electronic assembly to control the accelerator need to be replaced" Peter E. Replaced it myself"
Keith A. Windshield defroster is weak" H W. New covers are way too expensive and the kit that I
bought to clean the covers didn't work" Anonymous, NY Toyota Camry Standard "Both
headlights frosting or glazing over. The other doors do not" Louis F. The CD player skips"
Matthew A. The check engine light has not lit up since last July" Sue M. Once had to replace the
sensor" Nathan H. Cylinder head "Oil leaking into the cylinders and causing white smoke at
start" Steve R. Resulting in need to replace valve stem seals, air fuel sensor and oxygensensor"

Duwayne A. So far with difficulty we have straightened out the belt ourselves" E R. No problems
since" Nancy H. Clutch replacement "First it started slipping I've had it adjusted every couple
years due to slipping. Rough shifting "The transmission tends to shift roughly when shifting
from second to third gears when the transmission is cold. Driveshaft or axle "Front end shaking
because of an axle going bad. Have not fixed it yet" Thomas L. Replaced the pedal" Alexander
L. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data Available. Read Recall Details. What should
you do:. Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. Check Vehicle for Unrepaired
Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. I bought my Toyota Camry very slightly used essentially new. It gave me more than ten years and more than , miles of rock solid reliable use
over its lifetime. The Camry performed and handled pretty much as you would expect from a
full-sized sedan of its class. It was designed as an everyday workhorse sedan with an emphasis
on dependability, fuel-efficiency, and utility. It excelled at those traits and provided very
satisfactory performance with the exception of the turning radius, which seemed overly wide
and could be a pain in parking lot situations. I never had any real problem with acceleration
when I needed it. Driving the Camry felt natural the ride was comfortable. The technology in my
vehicle featured some very nice convenience features - most especially an auto-dimming
rear-view mirror, auto-off headlights, and auto-locking doors. My Camry also had powered
driver seat adjustment. The car's interior was roomy and comfortable. Its decor was tasteful and
withstood ten-plus years of heavy use quite well. My only complaint about the interior was that
the lid latch on the center console broke and repairing it was too expensive to be worth the
cost. Cargo capacity in the Camry was more than satisfactory. It had a spacious trunk and the
rear seats could fold down if needed. This provided as much cargo room as I could ask from a
four-door sedan. The car's exterior characteristics were, on the whole, very good. It had a
pleasing design and it kept its quality throughout its life. The sole outstanding negative of the
Camry's body was that it had extremely low ground clearance, which could lead to scraping the
bottom of the front bumper or the undercarriage in some cases. The Camry's safety seemed to
be good. There was a recall on the side curtain air-bags, including my own vehicle. Other than
that, I always felt that it was a safe car and in the one major collision I had with it - one which
was not the fault of the car - the car was rugged enough to prevent any personal injury.
Reliability is perhaps the most famous aspect of Toyota's reputation. In that regard, the Camry
was absolutely incredible. Over the course of more than ten years of hard use - including a
number of trips crossing multiple states - it did not suffer a single breakdown and had only one
major component failure, that being a computer chip for the air conditioning system. At ten
years, I would still rely on the Camry to take my from coast to coast without a second thought.
And when I did replace this vehicle, I bought yet another Camry. I bought mine used in with 20K
on it. Just traded it in with , Never replaced anything but the typical disposables! This car just
goes and goes and never brakes down or needs repairs. I wish they still built them like this.
Best value and reliability! If you change the oil, keep it tuned and do the very basics of car care
Bought this unloved Camry at an estate auction well below blue book because it had been
wrecked. Had 17k on it when we bought it. Repairs were all original Toyota parts according to
the local Toyota dealer. Gave the car to the young male driver who's still driving it. At K the
engine is not using oil and the compression all checks good. I bought another Camry LE with
28K on it for the very fact that we know that these cars go the distance if you do the basic
maintenance. It now has 77k with no issues. You get a nice sedan that makes your bucks go a
very very long way. I recently drove my grandmothers camry on a mile round trip road trip with
4 adults and a trunk full of stuff. At first, I was worried about the power because we were going
to be going up and down mountains all day, but there were no problems. Even up the steepest
grades, no power was lost and it even stayed in overdrive. A majority of the time the car was
pushing 80, and the ride was very relaxing with no road noise and responsive steering. It was a
very comfortable car to ride in and the trip average was 30mpg both ways. The car has 68, miles
and the only thing that was ever replaced were tires, brakes 65, miles and a steering bushing.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Camry. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Best car ever!!! Items per page:. Write a review See all Camries for sale. Sponsored cars related
to the Camry. Sign Up. The Camry Le has a 2. Upscale exterior styling, sporty fog lights, and
spacious interior car seats are improvements made on this Toyota Camry Sedan. The car
buyers say that it comes with power front seats, climate control systems, power windows,
keyless entry, leather-wrapped steering wheel, and brushed-chrome interior trim. Car research
reports show that the Toyota Camry car comes with improved safety features. Front seat impact
airbags, rear-seat curtain airbags, quality seat belts, and antilock brakes are features that offer
safe drives to the Camry drivers. However, this model is associated with several car problems.

Some of the raised concerns include exhaust system problems, cracked rear window panels,
wind noise, and wheel bearing problems. The Toyota Camry XLE is a refined, comfortable,
reliable, and quiet trim that offers a pleasant driving experience. It offers a quality CD player
sound system, plenty of safety features, high resale value, and strong vehicle overall reliability.
However, it is associated with several issues. These issues affect vehicle parts like ball joints,
flex pipe, motor mounts, engine lights, and tire rods. Toyota Camry Le vehicle owners also
complain about its high prices compared to other midsize cars of its class and high repair
costs. Below are some of the main Toyota Camry issues. Oil leaking, engine mounts defects,
exhaust system issues, and poor car performance could cause excessive oil consumption.
Checking oil levels, replacing oil pistons, and rebuilding the engine are some of the measures
that you can take to fix this issue. Brake malfunction is one of the issues associated with
Toyota Camry models and can be caused by a faulty actuator, ABS module brake pads, electric
system, or cylinders. Signs of faulty brakes include intermittent brake failure, brake light
warning, soft brake pedal or stiff brake pedals, and car shakes. When you find your sports car
has such issues, do not drive it. Instead, call your mechanic for a comprehensive diagnosis and
brake pedals replacement. Transmission issues are some of the major issues affecting many
models, not only the Toyota 4dr sedan. Transmission slips, erratic acceleration and
decelerations, gear shifts, delayed gear engagement, and rough idle are common signs of
transmission failures. It is advisable to wait for Toyota vehicle recalling on default transmission
to rectify such issues. You may also opt to take your drive system to a Toyota dealership for
torque converter needle bearing, solenoid, clutch, or seal repair and replacement. The problem
mostly occurs due to radiator problems. The issue can be fixed by replacing the thermostat
housing or changing the whole air conditioning system. Some of the common signs of engine
problems are coolant leaks, broken oxygen light, check engine light warning, fuel system
defaults, quarts of oil, and poor air compression. You can fix this issues by changing coolant oil
and giving your wheel drive regular maintenance. Cracked window panels are the main causes
of this issue. When the car moves down the road, a pressure difference is created between the
interior and exterior air. The interior air tries to escape to the outside, and the unpleasant noise
is heard instead. The best option is to replace the window panels or wait for Toyota recalls on
cracked panels. The Toyota Camry tires are prone to normal wear and tear. However, the
uneven tire wear and tear are mostly caused by over-inflation, under-inflation, or improper
wheel alignment. For years, Toyota SUVs have been the choice for many car drivers and
families. The Camry Sport is said to be a reliable car as it offers a smooth ride and is gas
efficient. The body of the car has also received positive customer reviews. Further, the sports
car offers a competitive fuel economy as it covers k miles per gallon. Though the car runs
smoothly, it has many problems that the manufacturer needs to address. Some of the problems
affect parts of the drive system parts such as rear struts, motor mounts, head gaskets, and
valve covers. Most Toyota owners say that Toyota is a dependable car because of the truck
space, safety, luxury characteristics, and high resale value. It also has a positive reputation for
reliability. With regular maintenance, the Toyota Camry can go past thousand miles before
issues start to pop. However, with little maintenance, the car cannot last past 65k miles. The car
research shows that there are three years Camry one should not buy. These are the , , and
categories. Engine defects and excessive oil burning are the main problems associated with
these models. An independent survey report shows that Toyota Camry could last beyond , gas
mileage. The mileage increases with good car maintenance, but reduces with poor maintenance.
Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Toyota 0 1.
Brake Pedal Problems Brake malfunction is one of the issues associated with Toyota Camry
models and can be caused by a faulty actuator, ABS module brake pads, electric system, or
cylinders. Recurrent Transmission Problems Transmission issues are some of the major issues
affecting many models, not only the Toyota 4dr sedan. Is a Toyota Camry a good car? How
many miles can a Toyota Camry last? What year Camry to avoid? Leave a Reply Cancel Reply
Your email address will not be published. Very reliable car, plenty of room for 4, few problems,
only gave it a 4 star because it's hard to find in a parking lot because it looks like all the other
cars, a bit dull looking. The Toyota manufactured vehicles have proven to be high quality and
reliable vehicles. Being a mechanic for Toyota for several years, the maintenance and repairs
can be very simple due to well planned engineering which takes less time and saves money by
not costing as much labor. It has been extremely reliable with very little time in a shop. As long
as you keep up with the regular maintenance, such as oil changes, rotated the tires and
checking fluid levels it will last a very long time. The only real issue I have had with mine is that
the engine I have, for some reason loses oil. Either burning away or a small leak somewhere. I
have to add oil about once a month or so. I have put over , miles on it since I had it and I got it
with , already on it. Only work I have done is replacing the valve cover gasket when I got it and

an engine mount bracket. Also replaced the radiator fan assembly which was pretty simple and
pretty cheap for what it entails. I recommend the Toyota brand for anyone that asks. One of the
best reliable vehicles for a decent price. My car supposedly had the sport package. All this
means is it has sporty rims and the most expensive low profile tires. The body of the car does
look good, but am not sure the wheels, rims and tires are work the extra thousands. It had the
Toyota guard package included. However shortly after owning the car the paint chipped off with
road debris. It also came off and bubbles up after lovebug season the very first year. The
comfort of the car is nice. The diver seat has lumbar support that can be adjusted. It came with
electric windows, electric moving drivers seat and a sun roof. The overall look and function of
the car is superb. It has held up to being driven almost , miles with very little maintenance. It
definitely has not met the advertised miles per gallon. Very reliable car almost never breaks.
Usually no problems to be found other than if you don't take care of it. Great stock speakers.
Good acceleration without being dangerous. Very comfortable seats with the leather. XLE is the
way to go very good features and worth it. My car has over , miles on it, and this past year I had
to repair all of the struts, dead window motor and a blown head gasket, but other than that it's
been the perfect car. It's appealing to the eye, super comfy to camp in even being a super tall
gal 5'11''. This is an old, used car so I can't be that helpful. So far I haven't had any problems
with the vehicle. It drives smoothly and gets great gas mileage. The trunk is roomy. There could
be better cup holders. Sometimes the ride isn't very smooth if the roads are messed up but I
think it has something to do with the fact that the vehicle was likely wrecked before I purchased
it. Possibly more than once. I bought the car used. I have had it for 3 years and have had to
replace the transmission and a few belts on the car. Overall, it is a very reliable car, with good
gas mileage. It takes about thirty dollars to fill up. I get more highway miles than city miles. I
would purchase a newer model of this car. The turn radius is sharp and it has cool features. I
have had my car for almost a year now and so far the only problem I have had is a dead battery
that needed to be replaced. It is a great car make and model, I love the Toyota brand! Just
recently I have started noticing some funny sounds coming from my brakes, I will have to get
that checked out. I love driving my car, it was a great investment option. A few of the features
included in my Toyota Camry are adjustable seats that can slide forward or backwards with
ease. Also, the trunk is extremely spacious. The gas mileage is amazing as well. I drive my car
every day and don't need gas until the end of the week, a full tank lasts a long time. The one
downside about having an older car is the absence of an aux plug-in. The radio is great, but if
you wanted to listen to music from your phone then you need to buy a speaker or find
something else that works. I have only ever owned two cars in my life and they were both
Toyota types. The best thing to do with an older Toyota vehicle and is check everything
regularly, like the air in the tires and fluids. My car comes with a cup holder on the middle back
seat, it just pulls down, it is very convenient. There is plenty of room to place drinks,
accessories, sunglasses, and other small items at the front of the car, within reach. It's a great
car to have! Even though it's old, it runs like a tank. With proper maintenance, it'll take running
this car into the ground to get rid of it. It doesn't have any modern features, though, like an
audio jack or back up cameras. It does its job for sure, but after driving more modern cars I get
wistful about upgrading. I have zero issues. It's 15 years old but I am only the second owner.
The only time the check engine light comes on is when I am overdue for an oil change. After
having this car I don't think I will ever not have a Toyota again. It's comfortable. It's excellent on
gas mileage. I can get a little over miles on one tank on the interstate and at least miles in the
city. The car is really reliable. It was my sister in laws car before it was mine. We had to replace
the battery and some things under the hood but overall it is a very good car. Has very cold ac
and hot heat. The outside of the car has some dents and dings but it still runs really well.
Although I do have to replace or fix the battery cables, everyone tells me that this car will run
forever. The Toyota Camry 04 is perfect. However, after a handful of years of driving, parts from
the car were falling off while driving and the brakes completely failed. It costed almost dollars to
fix, awful. But other than that it drives smoothly and gets me to where I need to go. I have
traveled a lot with it. It is been much more of a help than a problem. And the mileage is great. I
owned a Ford Taurus in the past, the Camry surpasses it and has lasted for longer by a long
shot so far. Have had very little trouble with car. Has had to replace the timing chain and replace
a starter. It is a very comfortable riding vehicle, with the ride resembling a much more expensive
car. The gas mileage has always been good. It originally got 32 miles per gallon and currently
gets 26 miles per gallon. The car currently has , miles. Excellent car! Would definitely buy
another Toyota product. The pain is beginning to fade, but I have no garage or carport to protect
it from the sun. I currently have no problems with my car. I do not like that the maintenance
required light stays on even after you do the maintenance on it. I do like the rack that the light
will give you a fair warning when something is going on with your car. Other than that

everything is good. Very reliable and comfortable. Wish it has more of the modern amenities like
Bluetooth or GPS. Overall very impressed by my car at its age though. Very comfortable car,
easy to drive and dependable in every situation. Not many problems with my car that cannot be
easily fixed. A really good first car for me! My car is very reliable and it is very good on gas.
Saves me a lot of money. It runs great. Bi give it an oil change every three to six months and
wash it every other week. Right now I do not have any mechanical problems with it. I have had
to change the front passenger and the back driver tires recently. I love my car! It is cost
effective and efficient. It is reliable and I never have to worry about getting where I need to go.
The sunroof does not work but that is a nice to have and not a need to have for me. I am getting
ready to have an inspection and hoping that there are no major issues with my 15 year old car. I
believe there is a flaw in the design of this car. The front bumper is fairly low and it hits
driveways, parking curbs and I am always worried I will hit something. The front side bumper is
always popping out. The fabric in this car can never be kept clean. I Don't own children, but it
seems like the least little spot is so visible. The arm rests look scratched - no way to keep them
looking nice. The control panel is fairly simple to navigate through, awesome features amongst
the car to say the least. It is reliable. It is not very attractive. It has a terrible engine and sound
system. Have had to replace air conditioner parts. The steering wheel squeaks all of the time
and I am embarrassed to drive it. The muffler was assembled incorrectly. But it is very cheap.
It's a champ! Very reliable. Although, it's over 10 years old it still runs like the day I purchased it.
The fabric on the seats is worn and the plastic on the rear speakers have fallen off. The
performance of this car is great I like it. It's a very reliable car. But it is getting old and high on
mileage and I'd like to get a newer one. Once I hit K miles the water pump went out, I needed
new router for the wheels and a few other things. But ever since it was worked perfectly fine.
The Camry is a very nice car to ride in. It has nice, comfortable seats that everybody enjoys
sitting. The sound system is great, but due to when it was made, it doesn't support Bluetooth,
which is a pain when trying to hook up your phone. The car has performed superbly since we
got it, but needs minor fixes here and then such as fixing the light system, etc. The car gets
over thirty miles per gallon on the highway. It gets much less in the city. I feel the side view and
rear view mirrors could be improved to let the driver see more. I love my Camry because it is the
most comfortable car I've ever driven in. I can fully see out the front window. The gas mileage is
really good. I have had very little problems with this car. It is super reliable and have taken it on
many long distance trips. My vehicle runs really well the performance is good. It is a very
reliable car the seats are really comfortable and offers a seat for five people. I think Toyota
makes great vehicles and I've never had an issue with my car I have had it for 2 years now. I
recommend Toyota to people looking for a reliable car. Change Year. Owner Reviews See
below. For Sale Near Me. Own
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er Reviews. Filter by: Rating. Feature Reviews. Comfort Reviews. Fuel Economy Reviews. Value
Reviews. Problems Reviews. Reliability Reviews. Search by keyword. Most Helpful. Most
Recent. Highest Rating. Lowest Rating. Carolyn H wrote on February 1, Craig S wrote on
January 26, Jenny C wrote on December 11, Conley D wrote on October 23, Kate F wrote on
October 16, Angela A wrote on June 20, Wonderful W wrote on May 13, Grace W wrote on
February 13, Caroline F wrote on January 21, Christina H wrote on January 19, Erin T wrote on
January 19, Richard H wrote on November 22, Charles C wrote on October 21, Maxine D wrote
on September 19, Laura L wrote on September 19, Amanda R wrote on September 19, Sara M
wrote on September 19, John N wrote on September 19, Amy F wrote on September 19, Katy G
wrote on September 19, Amanda W wrote on September 19, Manu M wrote on September 19,
Jim J wrote on September 19, Samantha J wrote on September 19, Evelyn E wrote on
September 19, Continue to Overview.

